
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It was a _______________ specimen, kept by a gentleman, with another
gentleman as second master; but it was little enough of the real work they
did-merely coming into school when lessons were prepared and all ready to
be heard.

1.

(average/fair)

There were a ____________ bales of merchandise in the boat.2. (small/few)

This series presents _________________ history in a manner that
impresses the young readers.
3.

(American/early)

Before he was twenty he had written _____________________ comedies.4.
(several/successful)

I am led to attribute these frequent escapes to the _______________
cause which can account for such effect.
5.

(natural/only)

Major Davis now made the _______________ move.6. (direct/first)

Tea will keep a ____________ while.7. (long/good)

The obscurity in which I kept you seemed to me the best security, against
the schemes of greedy relations, and _____________________ steps taken
by them from time to time proved the wisdom of these precautions.

8.

(mysterious/certain)

It was the _________________ rag-picker.9. (Italian/little)

All he could say was that the parents were the ______________ judges of
what a student should be taught.
10.

(proper/only)

We feel that we can practically do this of that, and if we choose the wrong,
we know we are responsible; but observation teaches us that this or that
other race or individual has not the _________________ freedom of choice.

11.

(practical/same)

_____________ hair curled naturally over a high forehead.12. (black/fine)

In that service ________________ events occurred.13. (many/stirring)
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There are two _______________ dangers in propaganda.14. (social/great)

Beyond the buildings were big fields, in which were _____________ dots.15.
(many/small)

But ___________ Peter won't hurt much.16. (old/poor)

Overhead the sun suddenly broke through the _____________ clouds.17.
(heavy/gray)

I will just hint at a ____________ things.18. (few/other)

I saw and learned _______________ things.19. (strange/many)

So _______________ persons are rushing into print, that it requires a
kind of literary police to hold them back and keep them in order.
20.

(many/foolish)
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